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Chlorine Hose Failure Addressed by
NAHAD & CSB

F

ollowing a catastrophic incident in Festus, MO in 2002 involving
a ruptured chlorine transfer hose, the U.S. Chemical Safety Board
(CSB) approached NAHAD to craft appropriate warning language within the NAHAD
Hose Assembly Guidelines to address
continuous positive hose identification.

Over the past several years, NAHAD’s Hose Safety Institute has
worked with the CSB and the Chlorine Institute regarding this
matter. The NAHAD Standards
Committee and NAHAD”s Hose
Safety Institute recently completed
this task, by including additional
language into the Guidelines, as posted on the Hose Safety Institute
web site.
Recently, Rafael Moure-Eraso, PhD, CIH, CSB Chairperson, sent
the following letter to NAHAD, commending its efforts:

March 5–8, 2012

University of
Industrial
Distribution
IUPUI Conference Center
Indianapolis, IN

REGISTER NOW!
April 18–22, 2012
Las Vegas, Nevada

www.nahad.org

I am writing with regard to CSB Recommendation No. 2002-4-I MO-R22, issued to NAHAD following our investigation of a
chlorine release incident at DPC Enterprises’ facility in Festus,
Missouri in August 2002.
As you will recall, that incident occurred because of a catastrophic
rupture of a chlorine transfer hosewhose structural reinforcement
braid layer was made of 316L stainless steel, rather than Hastelloy
C-276. Because manufacturer shipping documents indicated that
the hose braid was Hastelloy C-276, and the two braiding structures appear identical, the CSB concluded they were inadvertently
switched at some point in the supply chain. Because such errors
can result in catastrophic releases of highly toxic chlorine gas,
the CSB recommended that NAHAD:
Work with The Chlorine Institute and chlorine hose
manufacturers …… to develop and implement a recommended
practice requiring continuous positive identification (e .g,
coding, stenciling, stamping) throughout the supply chain, from
manufacturing to the end user of the product.
Continued on page 11

ven after
three years
of somewhat
stagnant sales
growth, far too
many businesses are still waiting for a return
to a buoyant economy to get them
back to the good old days of profitability. Sadly, those businesses are
probably doomed to a very long
wait. The “new reality” probably
really is the new reality.
At the same time the overwhelming
majority of firms, including most
NAHAD members, have cut
expenses to the point where there
doesn’t appear to be anything left to
cut. Some level of additional sales
volume is essential to generate
desired profit levels.
These two conflicting realitiesthe lack of automatic sales volume
growth and the fact that sales volume growth is essential to successcombine to put firms into a serious
financial bind. In order to get out of
that bind, firms must begin to look
at sales volume in a different way.
This report will suggest that the
sales growth required for success is
readily accessible. It will do so by
looking at two different issues.
• The Sales Growth Requirement An analysis of how to set a realistic goal for sales growth and its
implications for the firm.
• Sales Growth Generation An examination of the new
requirements that are incumbent
upon all firms to achieve high
levels of profitability.

The Sales Growth Requirement
One of the most common misunderstandings about improving profit is
that a rapid rate of sales growth is
essential. The reality is that rapid
sales growth is not essential; it simply makes life a lot easier. With
Continued on page 10
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PRESIDENT’S LETTER
Dear NAHAD Member,
Recently, I was speaking with another NAHAD member distributor, sharing our
thoughts about the state of the hose business, and the world. As we were talking, I realized that, although his company has been a long-time member of NAHAD, his firm had
not yet joined the NAHAD Hose Safety Institute, initiated last year at our 2011
Convention in San Diego.
I asked him why he hadn’t done so, and he said, “Well, I’m a NAHAD member; isn’t
that enough?”
Good question, I thought. Here’s what I said to him:
NAHAD membership provides me and my company really useful opportunities to stay connected with my
trading partners (real networking, not just tweeting and emails!), through the bi-monthly NAHAD News and
the monthly HoseCONNECTIONS e-newsletters, and, most specifically at NAHAD’s annual convention,
where we directly connect with hose suppliers and distributors world-wide. And, the TeleCONNECT E-seminars, as well as employee education programs, seminars, public policy monitoring and marketing benefits
add real value to my company, year-round.
But, I said, there’s more.
NAHAD invested huge amounts of volunteer and staff effort over the past 20 years to develop the industry
standards for safe hose assembly fabrication – the Hose Guidelines – which now comprise the basis of the
NAHAD Hose Safety Institute. In addition to providing employee training and recognition in support of the
Guidelines, the Institute provides enhanced marketing opportunities, helping to connect Institute members
with markets and end-users through its Institute Advisory Council. In short, NAHAD members who also
become Institute members get the full benefit of all that NAHAD offers.
However, Institute membership requires more than just paying a small additional annual fee; it demands a
commitment to hose assembly safety, and compliance with the Hose Guidelines; and a commitment to employee
training (through the online Guideline exams), and maintenance of a Quality Control Program and instrument
calibration records, and proper inventory management. In short, all the things a good distributor should do.
Perhaps you’re in the same position; a NAHAD member who hasn’t yet made the commitment to be part of
the Hose Safety Institute? If so, check it out today at NAHAD.org. You can thank me later!
Regards,
Tim O’Shaughnessy, NAHAD President

INSIDE WASHINGTON

Truck Drivers Hours of Service Alert From The National
Association of Wholesaler-Distributors (NAW)
Jade West, NAW Senior Vice President-Government Relations
Jim Anderson, NAW Vice President-Government Relations
ALERT: New Federal Regulations Governing Truck Driver Hours of Service Finalized and Court
Hearing on NLRB Notice Posting Requirement and Postponement of Effective Date

Hours of Service Regulations:
Driving hours for commercial truck drivers are regulated by Federal “hours of service” (HoS) rules administered by the U.S. Department of Transportation’s (DoT) Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration
(FMCSA). On December 27, 2011, FMCSA issued a Final Rule enacting a number of changes to the HoS
rules which will affect wholesaler-distributors, both those who operate their own truck fleets and those who
utilize the services of for-hire motor carriers. The most notable changes to the HoS rules include the following:
• Drivers must take a 30-minute break at least once in an 8-hour on-duty period.

Continued on page 12
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Hose Supplies
New Zealand

ing degrees of swell) and the thick, sludge–
like viscosity of the oil, it was recommended
by HSNZ that the more robust oil resistant
rubber hoses would be more suitable.

O

This also required the design and fabrication
of fittings that were exclusive to this project
and had not been created before. The first
task was to refit, test and certify existing rubber hoses that were to be used immediately.
For this HSNZ utilised their Mobile
Fabrication Unit – with test certificates
created and uploaded simultaneously into
HSNZ’s online hose assembly register
EXARO for immediate viewing by Svitzer.

n October the 5, 2010, the biggest
single maritime environmental disaster
occurred in New Zealand. The Rena, a 235m
Container Vessel was enroute to Tauranga
when it crashed into Astrolabe Reef located
7km north of Motiti Island. The Ship was
carrying 1700 tons of heavy fuel oil and 200
tons of diesel. The stranding created a large
hole in the hull of the Ship causing 350 tons
of oil to spill into the ocean that continues to
wash onto some of New Zealand’s most pristine beaches today. By October 9, the salvage
company Svizter had been commissioned to
begin pumping oil from the ship.Tauranga is
also where Hose Supplies New Zealand Ltd
(HSNZ) has its Head Office and Distribution
Warehouse.

Response:
HSNZ became involved with the project on
October 15 when they were called to the Port
of Tauranga to inspect hose that would be
used to pump the oil from the ship. Given the
unique conditions of where the Ship was
stranded (half on and half off the reef in vary-

Under extremely tight delivery timeframes
HSNZ were able to meet this extreme demand
through a combination of unique factors;
• HSNZ head office is located just metres
from the Port of Tauranga and houses the
Company’s Procurement Team as well as
its largest Workshop and Warehouse
• Extensive ex stock supply of Industrial
Oil Resistant hose and Stainless Steel
fittings. HSNZ are the sole agents for
PT Couplings of the USA in Australasia
• Mobilising HSNZ Head Office hose
fabrication workforce immediately – all
NAHAD and Industry
certified with extensive
experience, backed up
with support from other
key Company personnel
• Minimising fabrication
times by using 8” and 4”
hydraulic crimpers on
site at their specialist
fabrication Workshop

MV Rena stranded on Astrolabe Reef, Tauranga New Zealand.
Photo: Maritime NZ

• Machining and welding
of specialist parts
through their on site
welding and machine
tool bay within
the fabrication
Workshop
• Sourcing internationally unique
parts and fittings
not available in
New Zealand

Profile diagram of stricken cargo vessel Rena on the
Astrolabe Reef with depth information

Photo: Maritime NZ

Custom design and engineering of a Y fitting by HSNZ.
Photo: HSNZ

Some of the Oil hose fabricated in the HSNZ
Mt Maunganui workshop.
Photo: HSNZ

• Immediate upload to EXARO once all
assemblies tested and tagged
Through the company’s ability to respond
immediately, project manage the requirements of the job, to the timeframes required –
HSNZ became the first port of call for
not only hose assemblies, but for most of
Svitzer’s requirements for products needed to
get the oil off the ship either through direct
fabricating via HSNZ’s Workshop or local
sourcing.
To complete the task, HSNZ was required to
disassemble the hose assemblies supplied and
clean them, and fittings, of the oil taken from
the ship for safe storage and transportation
back to Svitzer Australia. This in itself was
a major operation utilising local bunded
areas to degrease the hoses as well as using
HSNZ’s in-house ultrasonic cleaning bath for
the S/Steel fittings.

Summary:
During the four weeks of oil recovery,
HSNZ would assemble and fabricate over
600 specialist hose assemblies, numerous
custom fittings and provide project managing
services acting as intermediaries for local
businesses and Svitzer.
Due to the nature of the task, the Workshop
and other key staff members provided over
400 hours of labour in the first 10 days
amongst a group of 15 HSNZ employees –
whilst at the same time maintaining normal
operations supplying products and services
throughout New Zealand.
Continued on page 4
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Hose Supplies New Zealand
Continued from page 3

Congratulations

• Kerry Burden, Lewis-Goetz Co. Goodall Canada
• Patrick Roberge, Lewis-Goetz Co. ongratulations to Hose Safety Institute
Goodall Canada
Exam Passers. The following NAHAD
• John Lorantfy, Lewis-Goetz Co. Listed Members have successfully passed a
Goodall Canada
Hose Assembly Guidelines Specification or • Peter Dubinski, Lewis-Goetz Co. Design and Fabrication Exam from
Goodall Canada
November 3, 2011 through January 10,
• Jason Dye, Lewis-Goetz Co. 2012
Goodall Canada
•
Michelle
Berry, GHX Industrial, LLC
Corrugated Metal Hose (Specification)
• Ron Cleland, GHX Industrial, LLC
• Stan Short, Houston Hose & Specialty
• Rory Boyd, Du-Tex, Inc.
Co., Inc
• William Valencia, Amazon Hose & Rubber
• Michelle Berry, GHX Industrial, LLC
Company
• Mike Reinegger, Lewis Goetz &
•
Rick
Carter, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
Company, Inc.
•
Mike
Reinegger, Lewis Goetz &
• John Kuttler, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
Company,
Inc.
• Keith Pelkey, Lewis Goetz & Company,
•
Jon
Stoddard,
Lewis Goetz &
Inc.
Company,
Inc.
• Phillip Allsopp, Arco Hose Ducting
• Jim McMahan, Lewis Goetz &
& Fittings
Company, Inc.
• Clay Waguespack, Lewis Goetz &
•
Joe McClain, Lewis Goetz &
Company, Inc.
Company,
Inc.
• Ronnie Cochran, GHX Industrial, LLC
•
Gary
Lyman,
Lewis Goetz &
• Bryan Adams, Twin City Hose, Inc.
Company, Inc.
Industrial Hose (Specification)
• Rob Crow, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
• Chris Deselle, GHX Industrial, LLC
• Brad Ginn, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
• Connie Calfee, Eaton Corporation
• Eric Roach, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
• John Brock, Eaton Corporation
• Bill Gavin, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
• Jerry Welch, Eaton Corporation
• Gabe Meehan, Lewis Goetz &
• James Nicholson, Powell Industrial
Company, Inc.
• Steven Falls, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc. • Tim Hunter, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
• Marcus McGuire, Lewis Goetz &
• Charles Gray, Lewis Goetz &
Company, Inc.
Company, Inc.
• Jeremy Halliday, Lewis Goetz &
• Courtney McEnhill, Lewis Goetz &
Company, Inc.
Company, Inc.
• Cody Cherrington, Lewis Goetz &
• Chris Shawver, Lewis Goetz &
Company, Inc.
Company, Inc.
• Jeff Schwendiman, Lewis Goetz &
• Brad Elmer, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
Company, Inc.
• Marina Palumbo, Eaton Corporation
• Tony Vaughn, Lewis Goetz &
• Rusty Gilchrist, Lewis-Goetz Co. Company, Inc.
Goodall Canada
• Harley Jenkins, Lewis Goetz &
• Peter Dubenski, Lewis-Goetz Co. Company, Inc.
Goodall Canada
• John Hallman, Lewis Goetz &
• Stuart Reusch, Lewis-Goetz Co. Company, Inc.
Goodall Canada
• Matthew Kinsella, Lewis Goetz &
• Brandon Gustafson, GHX Industrial, LLC
Company, Inc.
• Jeremy Calais, Lewis Goetz & Company,
• Gregg Brannon, Lewis Goetz &
Inc.
Company, Inc.
• Tony Tobler, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
• Brian Walker, Lewis Goetz &
• Ben Bowser, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
Company, Inc.
• Noe Baham, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
• Angel Medina, Lewis Goetz &
• Jerry Hedrick, Lewis Goetz &
Company, Inc.
Company, Inc.
• Daniel Creech, Lewis Goetz &
• Jeremy Reynolds, Lewis Goetz &
Company, Inc.
Company, Inc.
• Kevin Jenkins, Lewis Goetz &
• Jimmy Farnsworth, Lewis Goetz &
Company, Inc.
Company, Inc.
• Lynda Eborn, Lewis Goetz &
• Chris Power, Lewis-Goetz Co. Company, Inc.
Goodall Canada
• David Gohring, Lewis Goetz &
• Bill Johnson, GHX Industrial, LLC
Company, Inc.
• DJ Olbrich, Cumberland Valve, Inc.

C

HSNZ staff attaching buoys to the oil hose.
Photo: HSNZ

As HSNZ was able to meet the timeframes
demanded, Svitzer were not held up from
completing the urgent mission in front of
them under the glare and pressure of
National and International media – including
the visit of the Prime Minister of New
Zealand. As such, no further spillage of oil
occurred after the initial grounding and they
have subsequently finished the oil salvage
on November 14. The interchange of information between the veteran Svitzer team and
HSNZ has been invaluable. HSNZ now has
the knowledge and experience to handle
such events in the future nationwide.
Article supplied and written by Joy Charlton
of Hose Supplies NZ, Ltd.

NAHAD First Vice President,
Don Fritzinger has been
appointed President of
SINGER EQUITIES, INC.

D

onald Fritzinger has been appointed
president of Singer Equities, Inc.,
effective January 1, 2012. “Don has
served as the company’s COO since
2008 and has been instrumental in the
development and execution of both our
tactical, as well as our strategic plans,”
said Otis Dufrene, who will remain
CEO of the group. “With 37 years in
the industry, Don brings a level of
knowledge, expertise, and work ethic
that will insure the continued success
of our company. I feel fortunate to be
on his team.”

Fritzinger is a graduate of Shippensburg
University, has been a Director of
Affiliated Distributor’s Industrial
Division, and is currently First Vice
President of NAHAD and will become
NAHAD’s President in April.
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• Ronnie Cochran, GHX Industrial, LLC
• John O’Leary, Lewis Goetz &
Company, Inc.
• Jeff Wade, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
• Danny Rawls, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
• Robert Clay, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
• Mario Espinoza, Lewis Goetz &
Company, Inc.
• Anthony Rhone, Lewis Goetz &
Company, Inc.
• Michael Franks, Lewis Goetz &
Company, Inc.
• Phillip Orrison, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
• Dwight Davis, Amazon Hose &
Rubber Company
• Frank Spicer, Amazon Hose &
Rubber Company
• Jess Matthew, IR-G
• Bryan Boyle, Eaton Corporation
• Joseph Mika, Eaton Corporation
• Shelia McGowan, Eaton Corporation
• Kris Reed, Lewis-Goetz Co. - Goodall Canada
• Paul Stallard, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
• Loren Dobs, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
• Mike Meadows, Lewis Goetz &
Company, Inc.
• Shawn Phillips, Amazon Hose &
Rubber Company
• Bill Hippy, Amazon Hose & Rubber Company
• Bismarck Martinez, Amazon Hose & Rubber
Company
• Jose Pipkin, Amazon Hose &
Rubber Company
• Jason Cunnigham, Lewis Goetz &
Company, Inc.

• Cassandra Detillier, Lewis Goetz &
Company, Inc.
• Brad Waalk, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
• Luis Flores, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
• Jaime Espinosa, Lewis Goetz &
Company, Inc.
• Gilbert Rojas, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
• Jeff Bullock, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
• Herb Mayfield, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
• Shaun Redinton, Lewis Goetz &
Company, Inc.
• Adriel Jimenez, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
• Don Greg, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
• Jonathan Elysee, Amazon Hose &
Rubber Company

Composite Hose (Specification)
• Steve Beer, Arco Hose Ducting & Fittings
• Stuart Reusch, Lewis-Goetz Co. Goodall Canada
• Jason Dye, Lewis-Goetz Co. Goodall Canada
• Peter Dubenski, Lewis-Goetz Co. Goodall Canada
• Phil Langley, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.

Hydraulic Hose (Specification)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eric Peck, Cumberland Valve, Inc.
Bill McCrea, Amazon Hose & Rubber Company
Michelle Berry, GHX Industrial, LLC
Harley Jenkins, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
Mike Reinegger, Lewis Goetz &
Company, Inc.
Kent Stedman, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
Richard Sonner, Lewis Goetz &
Company, Inc.
Brad Ginn, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
Jim Vrtiska, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
Angel Medina, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
Jason Sanders, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
Ray Mitchell, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
Rod Anderson, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
Betsy Barto, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
Shelburne Ferguson, Lewis Goetz &
Company, Inc.
Bryan Colquitt, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
Fred Spenhoff, TECO Fluid Connectors
Steve Cole, TECO Fluid Connectors
Jamarh Sanders, Auster Rubber Company
Adrian Guajardo, Hatec International, Inc.
Adam Woodard, Arco Hose Ducting
& Fittings
Ian Brewster, Arco Hose Ducting & Fittings
Stuart Reusch, Lewis-Goetz Co. Goodall Canada
Ron Cleland, GHX Industrial, LLC
Brandon Gustafson, GHX Industrial, LLC
Mark Luinstra, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
Jason Dye, Lewis-Goetz Co. - Goodall Canada
Ervin Thomas, Auster Rubber Company
Seth Choisser, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
Leroy Hart, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
Gabe Meehan, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
Shawn Phillips, Amazon Hose &
Rubber Company

• Randy Thompson, Amazon Hose &
Rubber Company
• Blake Irwin, IR-G
• Joe Martinez, G.T. Southwest Hose, Inc.
• Bill Johnson, GHX Industrial, LLC
• Will Leek, TECO Fluid Connectors
• Mike Holman, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
• Mike Meadows, Lewis Goetz &
Company, Inc.
• Bryan Walker, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
• Ray Delgado, Amazon Hose &
Rubber Company
• Dwight Davis, Amazon Hose &
Rubber Company
• Jose Collazo, Amazon Hose &
Rubber Company
• Jay Pipkin, Amazon Hose & Rubber Company
• Ray Hoffman, Amazon Hose &
Rubber Company
• Gerry Arcia, Amazon Hose &
Rubber Company

Fluoropolymer Hose (Specification)
• James Green, Cumberland Valve, Inc.
• Bob Britt, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
• Mike Donahoe, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.

Corrugated Metal Hose (Design and
Fabrication)
• Bruce Mullen, Summers Rubber Company
• Beth Wolfe, Ontario Hose Specialties
• Billy Scroggins, G.T. Southwest Hose, Inc.

Industrial Hose (Design and Fabrication)
• Stan Short, Houston Hose & Specialty
Co., Inc
• Mark Lamm, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
• Chris Grillo, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
• Doug Schneider, Bahcall Rubber
Company, Inc.
• Stephen Harnish, Ontario Hose
Specialties – Sarnia
• Dan Bayer, Bahcall Rubber Company, Inc.
• Paul Stallard, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
• Dave Antoline, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.

Composite Hose (Design and Fabrication)
• Beth Wolfe, Ontario Hose Specialties

Hydraulic Hose (Design and Fabrication)
•
•
•
•

Larry Wild, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
Steve Soto, Hose Sales Direct
Dylan Wood, Deeco Hose & Belting
Will Leek, TECO Fluid Connectors

Fluoropolymer Hose
(Design and Fabrication)
• Beth Wolfe, Ontario Hose Specialties
• Bob Britt, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
• Mike Donahoe, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
The Editor would love to publish a picture of
your employee or employees displaying their
certificate. Please send electronic copies to
kthompson@nahad.org.
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CONNECTIONS

AEA Investors, along with management,
acquired Singer Equities, Inc. from LLR
Partners. Singer is a group of value added
distributors in the industrial rubber products
industry operating through six platform companies -Allied Rubber and Supply,
Hampton Rubber Company, National Hose
and Accessory, PRC Industrial Supply,
Spartan Industrial Products, and RW
Connection. Singer serves its customer base
through 20 locations in the Northeast, MidAtlantic and Gulf Coast regions and offers a
full range of industrial and hydraulic hose
and fittings, gasket materials, conveyor belting and installation services, and many other
specialty fabricated products.
Singer was formed to exploit the consolidation opportunities in the industrial rubber
products industry and has completed ten
acquisitions in the past eleven years.
Otis Dufrene, president and CEO of Singer
Equities said “We had a strong partnership
and grew significantly with LLR Partners and
look forward to continued growth with our
new business partners through further execution of our acquisition strategy. Key to our
success over the years is our core of dedicated and experienced employees that operate
our platform businesses as if they were their
own.”
■■■
UNAFLEX® LLC now offers Hinged and
Gimbal Expansion Joints. Hinged Expansion
Joints have the ability to transfer loads, which
helps to simplify support of a hinged piping
system. This type of system can be used
effectively in applications involving movement aside from pure thermal growth of
piping.
Gimbal Expansion Joints are designed to permit angular rotation in any plane by using
two pairs of hinges attached to a common
floating gimbal ring/box. Just as Hinged
Expansion Joints offer great advantages in
single plane applications, Gimbal Expansion
Joints are designed to offer similar advantages in multi-plane systems. For more information, visit online at www.unaflex.com, call
TOLL FREE 1-800-327-1286, or contact via
email at sales@unaflex.com.
■■■
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Veyance Technologies, Inc., the Exclusive
Manufacturer of
Goodyear Engineered
Products, is pleased
to announce their new 2012 Hydraulic Hose
& Fitting Catalog. The new Hydraulic
Catalog contains the addition of over 3000
new items including Hose, Fittings, Adapters,
& Equipment. This new catalog further
strengthens their product & equipment support to the Goodyear Engineered Products
distribution network.
Veyance Industrial Hose is pleased to
announce the new Flexsteel® 250 CB
Extreme Steam Crimped Hose Assembly
solution. The new CB crimped steam hose
provides superior performance with enhanced
over the cover crimp coupling solution. The
hose is rated to a maximum operating pressure of 250 PSI and Extreme temperature
range is - 40˚F all the way up to + 450˚F with
a 10:1 safety factor. For addition information
on Veyance’s industrial hose and hydraulic
products, please visit www.goodyearep.com.
■■■
Texcel is proud to announce the launch of
their new,
redesigned
website at
www.texcelrubber.com. The new design
features a clean, easy-to-navigate interface,
printable (and printer-friendly) technical data
sheets, as well as the latest industry news
and events. The “Resources” section is filled
with useful information such as charts, a
measurement converter, and the long-time
favorite, “Shop Talk”, where customers can
glean useful and interesting tidbits about the
industry. The website displays Texcel’s
new corporate logo, as well as their Quality
Guarantee seal. Texcel is anticipating many
additions to their website in the next phase of
their re-branding campaign.
■■■
Flexaust is excited to introduce new hoses to
their Flex-Lok®
family of products.
They have
improved the crimping process adding additional strength to the products in this line, as
well as, having the versatility of crimp sizes
and materials to meet the specifications of
several applications.

The new Flex-Lok® products offer excellent
external abrasion resistance and are ideal for
fume and vehicle exhaust applications ranging from temperatures of 300°F to 1200°F.
The line includes over eight hoses that offer
greater flexibility, higher temperature resistance and increased tensile strength for a
longer life cycle. The new and re-engineered
Flex-Lok® products offer more durability on
reel systems, dynamometer testing, fume
exhaust and diesel exhaust applications.
Visit www.flexaust.com or contact Flexaust’s
Inside Sales Team at 800-343-0428 or
sales@flexaust.com for additional details,
technical data sheets and more market
applications on any of the above products.
■■■
Kuriyama of America, Inc. is pleased to
announce the addition of the following new
products to their product line.

Tigerflex™ Thermoplastic Industrial Hoses:
Kuriyama has introduced these new hose
products to their product line. Tiger – TR2™
Series: is a medium duty SBR wet or dry
material handling hose. It is made using superior rubber compounds in the tube to provide
the combination of abrasion resistance,
static dissipation, low temperature flexibility
and long lasting durability. Amphibian™
AMPH™ Series: is a heavy duty
polyurethane lined wet or dry material handling hose. It features a triple resistant liner
which provides abrasion, water and oil resistance. The static dissipative cover prevents the
build-up of static electricity for added safety.
The use of “Cold-Flex” materials provides
flexibility in sub-zero temperatures. MULCHLT™ Series: is a heavy duty PVC low temperature material handling hose, for handling
mulch, bark, wood chips and other surfacing
materials. Made from highly durable PVC
compounds to provide increased abrasion
resistance. Use of “Cold-Flex” materials
ensures the hose will remain flexible in
sub-zero temperatures.
Piranha “Ready-To-Go” Stock Length Hose
Assemblies: New LLGR Series Green covered 4,000 PSI Jetting/Lateral Line hose
assemblies are now available from stock in
ID sizes ” to ½”. Also, LLRD Series Red
covered 5,000 PSI Jetting/Lateral Line hose
assemblies are available in a ¼” ID size. For
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more information, call 1-847-755-0360 or
visit their web site at: www.kuriyama.com
■■■
Red-L Distributors Ltd. is pleased to
announce the appointment of Patrick Peters to
Territory Sales Manager
in Calgary. Patrick’s sales
background together with extensive knowledge in hydraulic and industrial hose and
fittings bodes well for representing the
company’s vast, diverse product offering.
Red-L expresses their sincere thanks to the
suppliers participating in their Nisku branch
grand re-opening. For more information,
please visit their website www.redl.com
■■■
HBD/Thermoid, Inc. announces the market
introduction
of their new
Thermoid
Transporter Oilfield Fracturing Hose
Products. HBD/ Thermoid, Inc. is a subsidiary of HBD Industries, Inc.
“We are very pleased to make these new
Thermoid Oilfield Fracturing Hose Products
available to our existing customers and the
petroleum/gas exploration and drilling industries, ’’said Dale Debelak,National Accounts/
Product Manager of Petroleum/Industrial
Hoses for HBD/Thermoid, Inc. “These new
oilfield fracturing hose products, like all of
our oil and gas exploration products, are engineered and built to withstand the extended
exposure to abrasion and harsh conditions
found on drilling job sites.”
Thermoid’s new Oilfield Fracturing Hose
products are available in 3” and 4” I.D. sizes
with a working pressure of 400 PSI. These
hose products have high oil resistance, provide top performance in a wide temperature
range -25° F (-32°C) to +200° F (93°C) and
conform to RMA/ARPM Specifications. They
can service 98% water and sand mixtures,
crude oil, and oil slurries for Frac Tank
Connections. For complete details, call
1-800/543-8070 or visit:
www.hbdthermoid.com.
■■■
GHX Industrial, LLC announces the promotion of Richard Harrison to the position of
President and CEO. Harrison is a 30-year veteran of industrial distribution.
Harrison previously served
as chief operating officer
at GHX where he was
been responsible for all branch operations and
the integration of several acquisitions. Prior
to joining GHX, he held a number of positions at Hagemeyer North America, serving
most recently in the role of Senior Vice
President of National Accounts.

Dan Ahuero, who has served as President
and CEO of GHX will become Executive
Chairman of the Board of Directors. Richard
Harrison will also join the Board of Directors.
Harrison said, “I am excited about undertaking these new responsibilities. GHX has
grown significantly in recent years, while at
the same time, under Dan’s leadership, we
have built a scalable infrastructure that supports continued organic growth and an ability
to seamlessly integrate acquisitions.”
According to Ahuero, “We have planned this
transition for some time. Richard is a great
leader and will do a fantastic job taking the
organization to the next level.” He added that
he looks forward to concentrating on GHX’s
acquisition strategy and other strategic initiatives in his new role as executive chairman.
■■■
Hose Master is pleased to announce the
addition of
Sean Teach as
Regional Sales Representative in the Pacific
Northwest Region. Sean comes to Hose
Master with over 10 years of experience in
sales and marketing. Sean will manage Hose
Master’s efforts in increasing sales and satisfying customer demands throughout the
northwest region. Currently, Sean will be
coordinating his efforts with Dennis Grappin
in the states of Washington, Oregon,
California, Idaho, Nevada, Utah, Arizona,
Colorado, Wyoming, Montana, and Alaska.
Sean can be reached at teachsm@hosemaster.com.
Hose Master is also pleased to welcome
Adam Morales as the newest member in
Inside Sales at Hose Master’s Houston facility. Adam also comes with years of experience and will be a great asset to the Houston
team. Adam can be reached at
moralesaj@hosemaster.com.
■■■
Texas Rubber Supply has opened an Eaton
Aeroquip Express store in
Fort Worth, Texas. The store
is an excellent example of the
Express Store concept, with
Aeroquip hose, fittings, adaptors and quick couplings
stocked in an attractive store front. Tubing,
industrial hose and couplings round out the
display area. With a large warehouse backing
up the store front, this location will be able to
repair or replace hoses in just a few minutes.
For more information, please visit www.texasrubbersupply.com or call 1-817-831-0301.
■■■

Hi-Tech Duravent is proud to announce the
expansion of its core
product offering.
Customers will find a
wide array of hoses to
meet almost all of their
ducting needs from the popular RFH series
to the newly added TPU and TPE hoses. All
core products are guaranteed in stock with
a low net minimum order requirement.
Call 800.348.6500 or visit
www.hitechduravent.com.
■■■
Nan Brewer, Sales Manager at Crawford
Machine, Inc. (CMI), in
Galion Ohio, is pleased to
announce the launch of their
new website. This user
friendly website contains
all products as well as a
valuable cross reference of brass fittings.
www.cmifittings.com.
Crawford Machine’s 144,000 square foot
facility houses their offices and engineering
staff along with a variety of screw machines
and automated processes used to manufacture
brass fittings.
A privately held corporation, CMI is committed to quality products and superior service.
For more information or to request contact
CMI at 1-866-468-9122.
■■■
The new Reelcraft Industries Inc. Large
Frame Hose Reel Products Catalog is now
available. Large frame reels complement
Reelcraft’s extensive line of spring retractable
hose reels and are ideal for handling larger
diameter and longer hoses.
The catalog includes hand crank and motor
driven hose reels to handle hoses from ½” I.
D. to 4.00” I. D.; lengths from 50’ to >700’
standard. Applications are numerous and
include air, water, various fuels, hydro seeding, lawn spray, firefighting and many more.
Motor options include 12 & 24 VDC/VDC
XP; 115 & 230 VAC XP; pneumatic; and
hydraulic with either a heavy duty ½” pitch
chain or Reelcraft’s highly reliable unique
gear drive.
In addition to hundreds of standard large
frame models, Reelcraft offers Custom Built
Reels. Reelcraft’s Engineered Products
Group will custom build reels to specifications. Visit www.reelcraft.com to download
or order a copy or call 1-800-444-3134.
■■■
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CONNECTIONS
contninued
PT Coupling is now offering a better solution
for their customers’
engraving needs. The
HOSEMARC I is a single
tag engraving machine. For multiple tagging
applications, PT Coupling offers HOSEMARC
PRO and HOSEMARC PRO-PLUS.
The three engraving machines offer unlimited
tech support for one year. ID tag orders can
now be included on regular PT Coupling
orders to save on freight. PT COUPLING
ENGRAVING SYSTEMS is compliant with
NAHAD Hose Safety Institute guidelines. For
more information, contact a PT Sales
Representative.
■■■
Kaman Industrial Technologies
Corporation (KIT) announced that it relocated its headquarters to the Bloomfield,
Connecticut campus of its parent company,
Kaman Corporation (Kaman), in December.
KIT will occupy two recently renovated
buildings comprising a total of 40,000 square
feet of office space, including the former
headquarters building of Kaman’s Music
division, which was sold in 2007.
“As KIT continues to expand with another
record sales year, it was important that our
office facilities support our strategy, reflect
our technology focus and sustain our highly
efficient operations. Locating in newly
designed state-of-the-art buildings on the main
Kaman campus, offers us increased collaboration with other Kaman divisions and provides
many benefits to our employees, customers
and suppliers,” commented Steve Smidler,
President of KIT.

flashlight. With its focused beam, the OPTIMAX™ 3000 makes it easier than ever for
technicians to pinpoint all refrigerant leaks even those elusive leaks that are missed by
other lamps and by other methods of leak
detection. And there are no cords that can
become snagged on components of the
industrial equipment.
The OPTIMAX™ 3000 uses breakthrough
super-hi-flux LED technology to deliver 15
times brighter leak detection light than regular
LED lamps. Its power equals that of 150-watt
lamps that must be plugged into an AC power
source, and it has an inspection range of up
to 20 feet (6.1 m) or more. Powered by a
rechargeable NiMH battery, the unit has a
50,000-hour LED life.
The flashlight comes with fluorescenceenhancing glasses and an AC and DC battery
charger for added convenience. For more
information, call 1-800-274-8888 or 1-516333-4840 or visit www.spectroline.com.
■■■
MATEC GROUP is pleased to announce the
addition of TOFLEX Expansion Joints, to
their existing group of companies. They are
presently operating in conjuction with the
Peschiera Borromeo- Milan , Italy facility.
The acquisition of TOFLEX industries, allows
Matec Group to offer a complete line of
Flexible solutions to serve both the industrial
and Distributor markets, including COMPOTEC Flexible Composite hoses, ENCO
Flexible Stainless steel hoses, FARIVO
Flexible industrial rubber hoses and TOFLEX
Metallic Expansion joints. To learn more about
the acquisition of TOFLEX Industries, as
well the entire line of products available from
Matec Group, please visit ww.matecgroup.com,
or e-mail export@matecgroup.com.
■■■

Spectronics Corporation has unveiled the
new Spectroline®
OPX-3000 OPTIMAX™ 3000, a
powerful, portable fluorescent leak detection

IVG proudly introduces VINOFLEX, a highly
engineered
food grade
hose specifically designed with wineries in mind.
VINOFLEX is a FDA approved hardwall
corrugated hose, lightweight and flexible,
designed for the suction and delivery of
vintage wines and alcohols at 96° proof. The
real innovation can be found on the red cover
made of a translucid thermoplastic material
with a low friction coefficient, easy to handle
and drag on winery floors. Furthermore,
it can be supplied with IVG’s patented
EasyShell© clamp system. These are light,
easy to install and uninstall reusable clamps
that match the corrugation of the hose and
guarantee a tight fit with any type of insert
fitting.
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IVG will display these products at the upcoming NAHAD convention in Las Vegas and

KIT previously occupied leased space in
Windsor, Connecticut. The move is a result of
nearly two years of planning and construction.
The new address for KIT is 1 Vision Way,
Bloomfield, CT 06002. Vision Way is the
private road formerly known as Old Iron Ore
Road. The new road name was adopted by
the Bloomfield Town Council in November.
It honors the visionary leadership provided by
Charles Kaman the founder of both Kaman
and the Fidelco Guide Dog Foundation, which
is also located on Vision Way.
■■■

invite NAHAD members to stop by their
booth to see this hose system in person. For
further information about any of IVG’s products, contact Paolo Valente of IVG USA at
1-888-IVG-HOSE, or email info@ivgusa.com.
■■■
Goodyear Rubber Products, headquartered
in St. Petersburg, Fl.,
is proud to announce
their certification by
Parker Hannifin
Corporation as a Select Composite Assembly
Fabricator (SCAF). The SCAF designation is
achieved by extensive training in the proper
selection, assembly and testing of Parker’s
Composite Hose products. Give Goodyear
Rubber Products, Inc. a try for composite hose
needs. www.goodyearrubberproducts.com
■■■
Dyna Flex, Inc. continues to expand facilities
and product lines. In a continued effort to
serve its customers’
needs, Dyna-Flex has
acquired state of the art
equipment to complement a new facility, and has been actively
enhancing and increasing its product line.
New equipment allows for improvements in
process efficiency which benefits the customer
and end user.
In addition to their Sewer hose line, DynaFlex has added a 1/4, 3/8 and 1/2 inch Red
5,000 PSI hose and a 5/8 inch 4,000 PSI
Green covered hose. Hoses are available in
short or long lengths and can exceed 1000
feet, if needed. All Dyna Flex sewer hoses
come standard with an anti-stick, anti fungal
and high abrasion resistant cover. Each hose
is bonded by a unique process which assures
the user of high performance. For more information, visit their website at www.dynaflexinc.com or call 1-440-946-0719.
■■■
Dixon is pleased to announce the addition
of Jim Shifrin as the Director of Product
Development for the
Howard W. Goodall
Innovation Center and
David Murphy as
sales Territory Manager.
Jim comes to Dixon with a history of leadership and expertise in the fields of manufacturing, finance, business development and organizational design. He has filled a variety of
management positions throughout his career
and more recently as owner / operator of
B&W Fabricating in Baltimore, Maryland. In
his new position at Dixon, Jim will direct the
Center’s daily activities including product
R & D, engineering, prototype development
and manufacturing, application specific testing
and competitive product benchmarking.
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David Murphy, with a history of
industrial sales experience, is
based in Dixon’s corporate
headquarters in Chestertown,
Maryland. After completing
Dixon’s training program David
will be covering Delaware,
Maryland and Virginia.
■■■

NEW MEMBER PROFILE

MTO Hose Solutions, Inc
Interview with Donald Malizia, CEO,
MTO Hose Solutions, Inc. of Delaware

Brennan Industries recently
announced changes to its management
team
including
staff additions in operations,
customer service and sales.
Al Jones joins Brennan Industries
as regional sales manager for
Minnesota. He has 10 years of
industry experience in both sales
and account management. Jones
earned a bachelor’s degree in
production management from
the University of Minnesota.
John Perone joins the company
as operations manager for the
California distribution center.
He has 25 years of experience in
sales, marketing and distribution.
Perone earned a bachelor’s degree
in business from California State
University, Long Beach. He also
completed the executive program
at the UCLA Anderson School of
Management.
Matt Stahr joins the management
team as customer service manager. Stahr previously worked as a
procurement specialist and has
been with Brennan Industries for
four years. He earned a bachelor’s
degree in business administration
from Kent State University.
■■■

NAHAD: How would you describe MTO
Hose Solutions? What
services do you
provide?
Donald Malizia: We’re
a full line Teflon hose
and fitting producer. We
fabricate assemblies. We also sell bulk hose and
ball fittings only through distribution. We also
offer a special food hose, thermal plastic hose
and metal hose.

NAHAD: Can you share with us a little of
your history— how you got into this industry
and how you arrived where you’re at now?
Malizia: I’ve been involved in Teflon hose
since the 70s when I worked for a distributor
doing $24 million a year in sales. We were
doing maybe $2 million in Teflon hose. I found
fascination with the product, because there is
no shelf life for Teflon hose. It doesn’t age like
rubber hose. I became very interested in it so
much so that I started my own company, sold
it, went to work for a Teflon manufacturer in
New England and then came back and started
a business again.
NAHAD: What do you like most about this
business?

NAHAD: What are the company’s main
markets?

Malizia: Customers. I like having a personal
touch with my customers.

Malizia: By nature Teflon hose is good for anything that’s hot, anything that’s cold, anything
that’s pure or anything that’s caustic—anything
that’s low temperature and anything that’s high
temperature. We sell to various marketplaces
throughout the United States into Canada,
Mexico, Singapore, New Zealand and the U.K.

NAHAD: What benefits do you hope to gain
from membership with NAHAD?

NAHAD: What differentiates your company
from your competitors?
Malizia: Service and price. Typically, our competitors would take two to three to four days for
delivery where we can do some the same day
and ship it out.
NAHAD: How was 2011 for MTO Hose
Solutions? What are the company’s goals for
2012?
Malizia: We rose 35 percent this year. We don’t
advertize at all. All of our business virtually
comes by word of mouth. We expect to be at
least 50 percent next year. We finally got all of
our products in place. All the pieces are in place
and we’re going to hire a new representative
organization.

Branch Manager/Sales Position
National Fittings & Hose is seeking a
Branch Manager/Sales in Houston, TX. Duties would include but not
be limited to customer service, inventory control, facility maintenance,
safety and distribution of goods to optimize branch profitability. Five
years’ progressive experience and a working knowledge of the industry are required. Our company provides a positive working environment and is continually adapting to meet the employee needs. Benefits
include 401K and employee paid health insurance. Our company provides a positive working environment and opportunities for future
advancement. Applicant must be able to pass a drug screen and background check. Send inquiries to jmeadows@npcrents.com

Malizia: Some of our distributors suggested that
we become a member to show stability and give
us some recognition. NAHAD has a presence in
the marketplace, and a lot of people that we do
business with have been members for a long
time and they like the fact that we are now members of NAHAD. I’ve been to many NAHAD
conferences, probably 15 NAHAD conferences,
through the years and have always found it very
interesting. I call it a reunion, because I knew
most of the manufacturers, most of the distributors, and I’d go and have a good time.
NAHAD: Is there anything else you would
like to share about yourself or the company?
Malizia: They used to call me ‘Teflon Don.’
I’ve been around such a long time I can answer
most people’s questions if it’s asked. Our company is a nice growing company. We try to stay
under the radar, which means that we are maybe
the second supplier to many of our distributors
and they still represent a major Teflon producing
company. We enjoy that.

Flowline Components White Marsh location hiring careeroriented entry-level candidate.
Will train a mechanically and
mathematically inclined person
with a high interest in learning.
Responsibilities include strong customer rapport, material
handling, order taking and entry, learning and understanding
industry applications, and a strong ability to counsel customers on all needs, eventually.
Salaried. 8-5p. Benefits - medical health coverage, 401(k)
when eligible, and more. Email: mkoski@flowline.net
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Letting Inflation Work - Over time prices head north in all but a very
few unique industries (think consumer electronics). Vendor price
increases are actually the NAHAD member’s best friend. Unfortunately,
they are almost always viewed with disdain if not outright contempt.

Profit Improvement Report
Continued from page 1

just modest sales growth, it is still possible to increase profits. This
should be excellent news for firms somewhat fatigued by a sluggish
economy.
Please note very carefully that when there is no sales growth at all it is
virtually impossible to produce higher profits. Some modest level of
growth is required. The challenge is in defining modest.
Exhibit 1 examines the economics of growth by reviewing the financial performance of the typical NAHAD member as reported in the
latest IPR Report. As can be seen in the first column of numbers, the
typical firm generates sales volume of $8,000,000, has a gross margin
equal to 38.0% of sales and generates a pre-tax profit of $360,000,
or 4.5% of sales. Results are adequate, but unexciting.
The last two columns of numbers in the exhibit starts with
one overwhelming principle: sales growth must at least
equal the rate of inflation rate plus 2.0 to 3.0 percentage
points. This is not arbitrary. It is the level that historical
results suggest is required.
In this specific example the underlying inflation rate is
assumed to be 2.0%. Adding 3.0 percentage points to that
rate results in a target sales growth rate of 5.0%. However,
the two columns produce very different profit levels with
the same exact 5.0% increase in sales.
Internally Focused Growth - In the second column the
sales increase has come from internal sources. In simplest
terms, the firm is selling existing products to existing customers. Such sales growth does not require additional staff
in the short run. However, payroll increases almost always
outstrip the inflation rate, so they are assumed to increase
by 3.0%. In contrast, non-payroll expenses will probably
at about the same rate as inflation, or 2.0%. As a result,
pre-tax profit jumps from $360,000 to $440,800, an
increase of 22.4%.
Externally Focused Growth - The final column assumes
that the sales increase is generated via external sources,
namely new products and/or new customers. Research
conducted by the Profit Planning Group across more
than 100 lines of trade for over thirty years has
demonstrated that that the reliance on such sales
sources produces a significant increase in expenses.
The last column assumes that payroll costs increase
by 7.0% and non-payroll costs increase by 3.0%.
Again, these are consistent with historical patterns
associated with external sales growth. The result is
that sales increase by the same 5.0% as in the second
column, but profit increases by a miniscule 0.3%.
The challenge is that in a slow-growth market every
firm is looking for external sales growth. There is
a feeling that the market is not growing fast enough
to support the required growth goal of inflation plus
2.0 to 3.0 percentage points. In fact, virtually every
firm can capture such growth with a structured effort.

Sales Growth Generation
Obviously, growing sales by even a modest 5.0%
when the market is only growing by, say 2.5%, is far
from automatic. However, it is a goal that can be
reached by committing to three specific strategies.
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The problem is that in a tight economy there is a temptation for firms
to absorb portion of supplier price increases. Instead, there must be a
mentality in the firm that every 2.0% price increase from suppliers
must result in a corresponding 2.0% price increase to customers.
This will usually keep sales growth in line with inflation. That still
leaves 2.0% to 3.0% to cover to get to 5.0% growth.
Controlling Internal Economics - Growing faster than the inflation
rate means the firm must begin to gain share. This is where the
internal focus becomes absolutely critical.

A Managerial Sidebar:
All Salespeople Are Not Equal
The so-called 80/20 rule applies to the sales force as well, although in a
much stronger fashion. Research suggests that the top 10% of the sales force
will typically produce about 50% of the firm’s sales and 80% of its profits.
In most instances firms are highly reliant upon the top salespeople to
shoulder the sales load. These folks also tend to be prima donnas.
At the other end of the spectrum, the bottom 20% of the sales force usually
generates only about 5% of sales. Of much greater significance, they
produce a loss equal to about 20% of the firm’s total profits.
The Impact of Sales Force Performance On the Firm’s Profitability
Sales Category

Percent of
Sales-People

Percent of
Sales

Percent of
Profit

Top Salespeople

10%

50%

80%

Strong Salespeople

20%

30%

30%

Typical Salespeople

50%

15%

10%

Problem Salespeople

20%

5%

-20%

100%

100%

100%

Total

Exhibit 1:
The Impact of of Price Cutting Under Two Scenarios
For the Typical NAHAD Member
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Increasing the average transaction
size, largely by adding more lines
to each order, is the essence of an
internally-focused sales generation
strategy. By definition, if the firm
can put more lines on every order,
competition is getting fewer of
those lines.
To fully implement the strategy,
the firm must measure, monitor
and control the average order size
and the number of lines per order.
Without such a measuring system,
improvement cannot become a
reality.
Sales Force Discipline - In a
rapidly-growing market, firms can
allow under-performing salespeople
to stay with the firm for the sake of
employee morale, team spirit and
the like. In a slow-growth market,
poor-performing salespeople are
a luxury that can no longer be
afforded.

NAHAD 28th Annual Meeting
& Convention
Registrations Surge into High Gear!

A

s of January 21, over 260 members of NAHAD had already
registered to attend the upcoming convention in Las Vegas.
Early Bird registration will close on February 10 and interest has
proven to be extremely high among both members and nonmembers. “We have received a high volume of phone calls and
emails inquiring about membership in the association,” states
NAHAD’s Membership Director, Amy Luckado.
“Obviously the location is a great draw,” suggests NAHAD
President Tim O’Shaughnessy of Shamrock Hose & Fittings.
“This is the first time in its history that NAHAD will meet in
Las Vegas.”
“The NAHAD Standards Committee has been very active and
interest in the work of the Hose Safety Institute is also driving
attendance,” explains Joseph Thompson, NAHAD’s Executive
Director.
Ashley Pencak,
NAHAD’s
Conference
Manager points out
that “people are
excited to have
the opportunity to
meet in a five-star
all-suites hotel in
the heart of the Las
Vegas Strip. Our
conference represents a great business value in a
great location.”

Sales training must be emphasized
at the rear end of the sales parade.
Coaching and changes in compensation systems (lower base, more
incentive compensation) are also
essential. Ultimately, if adequate
sales can’t be generated, a change
in personnel must be considered.
Finding and training a new employee is an expensive proposition, but
keeping an under-performing one is
even more expensive in terms of
sales and margin not generated.

Don’t get left out,
register today at
www.nahad.org

Moving Forward
Automatic increases in sales fueled
by a vibrant economy are not going
to be a reality anytime soon. Firms
must develop ways to turn slow
sales growth into rapid profit
growth. Doing so requires a commitment to focus much more heavily on internal sales growth.

About the Author:
Dr. Albert D. Bates is founder and
president of Profit Planning Group.
His latest book, Triple Your Profit!
is available at: www.tripleyourprofitbook.com.
©2011 Profit Planning Group.
NAHAD has unlimited duplication
rights for this manuscript. Further,
members may duplicate this report
for their internal use in any way
desired. Duplication by any other
organization in any manner is strictly
prohibited.

Chlorine Hose Failure Addressed by NAHAD & CSB
Continued from page 1

I am writing to inform you that the Board voted on January 4,
2012 to designate this recommendation with the status “ClosedAcceptable Action.” This status reflects the Board’s determination that NAHAD has met the intent of the CSB’s recommendation. We were pleased to learn that NAHAD has incorporated
language into its hose assembly guidelines to stress the importance of continuous positive identification and to reference the
Chlorine Institute Pamphlet #6, Appendix A, as a resource for
permanent markings for chlorine transfer hose. We also appreciate that these revisions will be incorporated into NAHAD’s
forthcoming master specification guide, and would appreciate
receiving a copy of this document for our records when it
becomes available.
Thank you for your efforts to safeguard the health and safety
of workers and the public at large.
For more information on NAHAD’s Hose Safety Institute, visit
www.nahd.org or www.hosesafetyinstitute.org.

Look Who is
Going Back to
School in March

C

ongratulations to the fourteen
NAHAD members who have
signed up to attend this year’s
University of Industrial
Distribution. Over 300 individuals from more than 30 industrial
lines of trade have enrolled to
increase their knowledge and
work towards a certificate in
Industrial Distribution from
IUPUI. Classes are filling up
quickly, so do not delay. You may
register online at www.univid.org.
If you sign up, you will be able
to network with the following
NAHAD Members:
• Andrews, Forrest GHX Industrial, LLC
• Hoaglin, Kevin TCH Industries
• Hollis, Jason GHX Industrial, LLC
• Keller, Elmo GHX Industrial, LLC
• McGill, Alex McGill Hose & Coupling Inc.
• Morgan, Kenneth –
IR-G Industrial Rubber
& Gasket
• Pahl, Gene Bahcall Rubber Co., Inc.
• Nolan, Scott Omni Services Inc.
• Proven, Bryan - Campbell
Fittings, Inc.
• Richardson, Mike –
Binkelman; Shanor, Gordon Fairview Fittings & Mfg. Inc.
• Himes, Jennifer Omni Services of NY
• Wrobel, Hans Omni Services Inc.
• Twarog, Evan- Gates
Corporation.
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Truck Drivers Hours of Service Alert From The National Association of Wholesaler-Distributors (NAW)
Continued from page 1

• The 34-hour re-start period must include at
least two 1:00 a.m.-5:00 a.m. periods.
• Use of the 34-hour re-start period is
limited to once per week.
• The definition of “on-duty time” is
changed to exclude: (1) Up to 2 hours in
the passenger seat of a commercial motor
vehicle (CMV) if that 2-hour period
immediately precedes or follows an 8-hour
period in a sleeper berth; and (2) All time
resting in a parked CMV.
The compliance date for the new definition of “on-duty time” is February 27,
2012; the compliance date for the bulk of
the new rule’s provisions is July 1, 2013.
These changes to the HoS rules do not go as
far as FMCSA had proposed on December
29, 2010 in its Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking. It is important to note that no
changes are made to the daily driving limit
(11 hours) or driving “window” (14 hours),
the 60-hour (in 7 days) or 70-hour (in 8
days) on-duty limits, or the limited exemp-

tion for drivers who return to the same place
of business at the end of each daily tour of
duty. However, the effect of these new
regulations will nonetheless be widely felt.
According to FMCSA, “FMCSA’s new HOS
final rule reduces by 12 hours the maximum
number of hours a truck driver can work
within a week” from “82 hours within a
seven-day period … to 70 hours.”
ORAL ARGUMENTS ON NLRB
NOTICE POSTING REQUIREMENT
AND POSTPONEMENT OF EFFECTIVE DATE:
On December 19th, the D.C. Federal Court
heard oral arguments in the combined cases
challenging the NLRB’s rule requiring the
posting of a “Notice of Employee Rights
under the National Labor Relations Act.”
As you know, the deadline for posting that
notice has already been postponed once, to
January 31, 2012. At the December hearing,
the judge asked a number of questions of the
attorneys who argued the case, some questions directed to our attorneys dealing with

our claim that the NLRB lacked the statutory
authority to impose the rule, and others
directed to the opposing counsel relating
to the Board’s proposed penalties for failing
to post the notice.
The judge also asked the Board to further
postpone the effective date of the posting
so that she would have more time to issue
her opinion and leave sufficient time for
expected appeals of that decision.
Last week the Board acted in response to her
request and postponed the effective date
for posting the notice to April 30, 2012.
We will keep you apprised of further action
in these cases, of the judge’s decision when
she issues it, and of the likelihood of appeals
based on her decision. If you need or want
more information on this rule-making, please
see NAW’s Legal Advisory, “NLRB Final
Rule Requires Private-Sector Employers to
Post Notice of Employers to Post Notice of
Employee Labor Law Rights.” Go to:
http://www.naw.org/govrelations/advisory.
php?articleid=643
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